the Smart

Alternative
to window

replacement

Quick and easy
installation
Vista™ Window Film is professionally installed with
no mess, no hassle – and minimal or no disruption
to activities at your home or business. With Vista,
you can be assured of a comfortable, beautiful,
and more secure environment in which to live or
work. Vista Window Film comes with a lifetime
manufacturer’s warranty.

Most homeowners
fail to realize:
• Windows play a vital role in the home’s
energy efficiency allowing solar heat to
enter in the summer months and home
heat to escape in the cold months.
• Windows typically account for 15 to
30% of the total heating load and may
account for more than 50% during the
summertime cooling load.
• The most cost-effective way to cut
home energy loss is to upgrade existing
windows with the installation of Vista™
Window Film.

800-345-6088

www.vista-films.com
Energy saving film
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Improve
energy efficiency

Help the
environment

While damaged or deteriorating
windows simply have to be replaced,
Vista™ Window Film provides an
affordable alternative to replacement
when your goal is to improve energy
efficiency. In fact, the cost for quick,
professional installation is about onetenth the cost of replacement windows!

The challenge of reducing energy
consumption is on every homeowner’s
mind as rising energy costs and
power shortages make news every
day. Reducing your home’s energy
consumption not only saves you money,
it also helps the environment.
Some films even qualify for a tax credit
or an energy cost rebate. Check with
your local officials or a professional Vista
Window Film dealer for more information.

More importantly, Vista energy-saving
film can also lower your home’s cooling
costs by up to 50% by blocking solar
heat gain.
See how much you can save at
www.vista-films.com/challenge.

Preserve and protect

Enjoy the view

If you’ve remodeled, redecorated, or
otherwise updated your home, you’ve
taken great care in selecting the
colors—but UV rays passing through
windows can cause colors of nearby
surfaces to fade. Vista™ Window Film
will help preserve the color brilliance of
furnishings, fabrics, and carpets as well
as help to protect fine woods, antiques
and works of art.

Virtually invisible, Vista™ Window Film:

Vista Window Film blocks 99.9% of
all ultraviolet rays, which is the highest
degree of protection available. For that
reason, Vista is recommended by the
Skin Cancer Foundation.

• Lowers home cooling costs by as much as 50%
• Blocks up to 99.9% of the sun’s ultraviolet rays
to help reduce fading
• Cuts sun glare and reduces eye strain
• Helps insulate windows in
cold weather (proprietary
Low-E films)

Excess Solar
Heat and
Ultraviolet
Radiation

• Evenly distributes heat by
eliminating hot and cold
spots
• All without obstructing
your view!

Inside
Room
Heat

Visible
Light

Vista Window Film allows light
to pass through your windows
while screening out heat and
dangerous ultraviolet rays.

